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CHAPTER XXVI. 

ROLLS FOR THREE-HIGH MILLS. 

C nsiderations -In a three-high as in a two-high mill eacb 

?orr:r;!uall~ sl_ight!~1I:r~it~ ;;;~:t::e:~~:eti1a::t~re
1ir t~~ r!~t ast\~! 

three-h1gh coggmg . ' slightly from the lower roll upwards, and if 
bottom ofdany groodve t~creafses heavy section is needed the collars on each 
nl a mo era.te re uc 10n o a ' h t t 0 1f ro.a ro·ect about an equal distance from the body, so t~at t ey mee 3 

:~out J} mlddle of the section of the piece being rolled, as m fig. 389 ; but.. 

Fig. 389.-Three-high Cogging Rolls. 

fi ld be formed by the metal squeezing out between 
with heavy ~aughts a n w::s and as the space between the collars of the 
the collars m the lower pld ' . "'1'de wifh the same portion of the bar, the fin 

di upper pass wou com" " . bill t succee ng h . th upper pass that it would spoil the et; o• 
would ~n:r:~es~ort:rcs :: thee middle roll usually project beyond the bo~{°m 
pceven s nl b t half'as far as those on the top and bottom ~o ' so 
of the groove o y a o~h llars occurs at about one-third of the dIStance 
that the gap br:eei: ~ c~he lower and one-third from the bottom in the 
from the top o t e p1ece m fi f~rmed in one pass is pressed fl.at in the 
upper p_art, by whicdh met3:nst ansnlfi.e~ as it would be in the first arrangement. 

eeding pass an no m e . 1 d . b succ ' . ·11 b seen are designed on thIB p an, an m eac 
The rolls (fig. 390), it wbi de in the order in which the piece passes through 
case the passes are num ere 

them. d that the fins formed in one pass are pressecl 
If ~he collars are ~o arr::g~aterial requiring reduction in thickness only 

down m the succeeding ? 'with the same side upwards provided allowance
can be rolledd, t~etwhhol~dtt1mh eof ea.ch pass to accommodate the lateral llpreadin¡{. 
has been ma e m e wi 
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which has necessarily taken place in the previous pass. Tin plate bar and 
other flats are often finished in this way. But if width as well as tbickness 
has to be reduced, the piece must be squeezed in both directions, and this 
necessitates turning the bar on edge. Accordingly the piece, after passing 
<mee ea.ch way through the mili with the same side up, is .turned on edge 
and passed through the mill once more ea.ch way with a fresh side up, and 
so 011 until finished. lt will be noticed that the witJth of each set of grooves 
is slightly more than the thicl,,"rtess to which the bar had been reduced in the 
previous pass,. otherwise the bar would not enter the pass. 

Smaller roughing rolls, with Gothic passes for a three-high mill, may be 
made in a similar manner, the width of the grooves which are in the sam1; 
vertical plane being alike in all three rolls, but the depth in the bottom roll 
being greater and in the top roll less than in the middle roll, so that the billet 
lea.ves the rolls flatter on one side than on the other. Ali the above-mentioned 
being open passes there is no appreciable tendency of the piece being rolled 
to wedge itself more into one roll than into the other, and there is, therefore. 
no great trouble in getting the section to lea.ve the rolls freely. Every pass 

Fig, 390.-Three.bigh Billet Rolla. 

formed by the grooves in every adjacent pair of rolls can be used, beca.use, 
though the depth of the grooves is different, the form of the top and bottom 
o! the bar is alike, or in the case of the Gothic or diamond passes, the slight 
difference between the top and bottom · of the bar is immaterial. The rolls 
~n the :first stand, reckoning from the left hand, in fig. 479, are constructed 
m this way, the depth of the grooves in ea.ch being different. 

When sections are needed which necessitate not only the depth, but also 
the !orm of the groove varying at every pass, as is usually the case with all 
s~ct10ns except flats, the grooves in the middle roll cannot be used for two 
different passes, and a separa.te groove in the middle roll must be provided to 
match the top and bottom rol! alternately, the passes which are missed being 
known as "false passes" (see fig. 392). 

. When the grooves in the middle roll can be used twice, one stand of three
h1gh rolls will contain as many passes as two stands in a two-high.mill, but 
w_here ~very alterna.te pass only can be employed, the three rolls of a three
ln~h will contain only as many passes as the pair of rolls in the older form of 
mili, the third roll being the price paid for doubling the speed of rolling. 
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Closed passes consist of two collars with their " former " between themy 
and if the passes are to run in regular sequence from one end of the stand to 
the other, length must be provided on the b~rrel o! the rolls equal to the
width of ea.ch section and the collars on each s1de of 1t for every pass needed, 
one collar not serving to separa.te two adjacent grooves, _as_in a two-~igh mill. 
This arrangement is shown in fig. 391, A. But by splittmg the m1ddle r_oll 
up into two parts, and pairing one end with the top roll ~nd the other w1~h 
the bottom roll one collar can be made to serve for two ad3acent passes, as m 
fig. 391 B with a considerable saving in the length of the bodies of the rolls; 
or the ~e~tre roll may be replaced by two distinct and separate rolls, ea.ch 
mounted between its own pair of housings, as in fig. 391, C, the centre rolls 
being coupled up in one continuous line, and having a roll situated above and 
below the centre alternately. The position of the usual lower ~r Ufper rolls 
in that case is taken by a dummy, consisting of a ~pindle_runmng ?1 chocks 
in the housings, just as a roll would do, and prov1ded w1th co_uphng box~s 
and short connecting spindles, as shown in the second and third stands m 

A 

e 

Fig. 391.-Four Methods of Arra.nging Three-high Rolls to do the same Work. 

fig. 501. In some instances, the place of the ~ummy spindle anJ its ~wo 
short coupling spindles, is tak~n by one long spm~le, made of wroug~t iron 
for the sake of lightness, as m the_ fourth s~and m fig. ?01. In t_his case 
bearings in the housings, for supportmg the spmdles, are_ d1s~ensed ~v1th. 

These arrangements entail the disadvantage thl!,t the piece bemg rolled 
must be moved laterally from one stand of rolls to the othet at every pass, 
rendering its employment impracticable f~r ~eavy b~rs; ~ut f~r finishing 
light sections, which are easily handled, thIB mco~vemence 1s of httle conse• 
quence, andas it reduces the le~gth of the rolls,_ 1t enables heavy draughts 
to be used without fear of breakmg the rolls, wh1ch are much stronger when 
short in comparison to their diameter. On this account the arrangement is 
much used for mills intended to finish small sections, which cool so rapidly 
that it is a matter of importance to reduce the section to the greatest extent 
possible in each pass, thus employing the fewest possible passes, and allowing 
the material as little tirqe as possible for cooling. 

By using the collars on the middle roll to serve alternately as side collars 
for one pass and closing collars for the next, each pass can be made (except 
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for the t~o end collars) to occupy a space on the body of the roll equal only 
to the w1dth ~f each pass, as shown in fig. 391, D. This arrangement, how
ever, has the d1sadvantage that it necessitates 
a grea ter difference between the diameters 
of the rolls above and below the bar than is 
needed to enable the bar to clear properly 
the increased scraping of the surface of th~ 
upper of the two rolls tending to tear the 
bar apart ~nd consuming power uselessly in 
the operation. lt further necessitates the 
axis of the middle roll not being midway 
betwe~n those of the top and bottom roll, 
throwmg the rolls out of line with th:J 
pinions which drive them,' thus adding to 
the wear of the wobblers and the risk of 
breakages. For this rea.son it is little used 
and in_deed is _only appli?ab_le to rolling fla~ 
or str1ps, wh1ch are thm m comparison to 
the diameter of the rolls employed to form 
them. 
" The American Three-High Mill.

F 1g. 392, A, shows a set of rolls for use in a 
thre~-high ra~ m~l, according to common 
Enghsh pract1ce, m which the bottom and 
middle rolls are grooved to receive the rail 
while the " closers " are on the middle and 
top rolls, and the guards to peel the bars out 
of the ¡7ooves rest by gravity on the bottom 
and m1ddle rolls, one on one side of the roill 
and one on the other. the middle roll acting 
alter!1ately the_part of a top and of a bottom 
roll 11;1- an ordmary two-high mili. In the 
Amerwan three-high mili (fig. 392, B) the 
top and bottom rolls are grooved and 
the middle roll serves as the " close; " for 
each of the others, itself carrying no grooves 
at all; to enable the bars to be got out of 
tbe top groove, the upper guard must be 
placed on the upper side of the bar as it 
1ssues from the roll, and as it will not lie 
there by gravity, the guard has to be kept 
up t~ thc roll by a counterweight or spring, 
and 1s known as a balanced guard. These 
are. clearly shown in fig.' 392, B. It will be 
noticed that by this arrangement each pass 
only needs to have the space for one collar 
allowed on the length of the barre!, and 
consequently seven passes may be got into 
the same length of barre! in the American 
system as will only accommodate five passes by the English plan. 
th I: t~e latter a~an~ement tbe rail has to be turned over at every pass, 
fine ea 0~ the rail lymg to the right and left hand alternately, so that the 

formed m one pass may be rolled down in the next, but in the American 
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mili the rolling n'i.ay be continued with the same side up the whole time, 
as the passes open. upw~rds and downwards alternately, thus, of course, 

economising labour m rolhng. . . lish 11 d 
The inverted ~ard is looked upon with s~sp1e10~ ~y Eng ro ers an 

mili managers who comparatively rarely use 1t, but 1t 1s generally e~ployed 
jp America 0~ ali milis which do not make_ ~ore tha.n ~50 revolutions per 
.ninute : for milis running above tha.t speed 1t 1s not cons1dered s~fe. 

With hanging guards the top and bottom rolls are the same d1~meter, thc 
middle roll being larger tban the other two. 
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OHAPTER XXVII. 

SPECIAL MILLS. 

The Dowlais or "Double Duo" Mill. - When a piece being rolled 
has to make more passes than can be contained in one pair of rolls, the mil! 
devised by Mr. Menelaus, of Dowlais, about 1867, will, if run at the same 
speed, finish bars as fast as a three-bigh mill, will occupy less space, and 
require fewer rolls, 

The mill was designed to roll iron girders (known also as " beams " or 
" joist.~ '") which had to be rolled rapidly so as to be finished while still at a 
good heat. If rolled atas low a heat as that at which steel girders are usually 
finished, the layers of iron would open up and separate one from the other, 

X y 
Fig. 393. - Dowlais or " Double Duo" MilL X, showing the arrangement of rolla; 

Y, showing the arrangement of pinions. 

A 21-inch mili of this kind worked for many years at Dowlais running at 
over 100 revolutions per minute; it turned out iron girders from 8 to 12 
inches deep at a speed of 600 feet per minute, which was a remarkable per
formance in those days. For work of this kind the mill has now been super
seded by the reversing mili, which saves lifting the piece at the rolls, and 
enables long lengths to be rolled at such a high speed during the middle 
of their run through the rolls, that their mean speed of travel may be high. 
For quickly rolling the short lengths, in whiuh all material was finished 
years ago, it is doubtful if anything could compete with the Dowlais mili. 

In this mili there are two middle rolls, B C (fig. 393, X), placed side by side, 
but not at the same level, the roll, B, whicb pairs with the top roll, A, being 
situated so much higher than C, which pairs with the bottom roll, D, that 
bars can pass between A and B without toucbing C, and between C and D 
without touching B. The four rolls are mounted in one pair of housings 
and run in the direction indicated by the arrows ; the bar enters from the 
left between C and D, and returns between A and B, between which it is 
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rollcd on its return journey, exactly as in a t1:tee-hi~h mili.. There_ are no 
false passes, such as are inevitable in thre~-h1gh m~ rolling sect10~s, so 
that the four rolls in this one pair of housmgs contam as .rna~y availa~le 
passes as do six rolls of a three-high mill, which must be camed m two pairs 
of housings, necessitating the transfer of the bar from the first to the second 
stand before the rolling can be completed. 

This design, after being neglected for many years, has r~ently been 
adopted in several Continental works,_ u~der the name of the double duo 
mili " for finishing amall roda and strip m long lengtha. The cut, fig. 394, 
is hom a working draw":lg of a stand of such _rolls rei:ently constructed, and 
fig. 602 in Chapter xxxv. shows a complete mill of this type. 

Fi , 3~4.-Seotion through-the fü>ll~ of a. '.' _Double Duo" Mill, with Repto.ter 
g fixed m pos1t1on. 

There doea not appear to be any valid reason why lar~e rnills should not 
be constructed on this principie, instead of on tb~ three-hig~ plan. I_n _sorne 
cases--for instance, for rolling girders, for_ wh1ch the mill was origmally 
desi ned-one stand of such rolls would p~ov1~e as many passes as t,~o stands 
of tfree high rolls, with considerable savmg m rolls, and probab~Í f power 

1 ·1 the transfer from one lifting table to another would be avo1 e . 
w n;ri inally two stands of pinion housings were ~sed. In_ th~ stan~ next 

gine were two large pinions, the axes of which were m lme w1th the 
the enfg 11 D and B providing for the driving of the bottom roll of each 
axes o ro s , • f ll · · h se axes · In the second stand were two paira o sma er pm1ons, w o 
pair. . 1· i'th the axes of the rolls thus ensuring that the upper roll of 
were m me w ' · ¡ t 1 
each air worked in unison with its lower fellow. It lS usu~ n~w o emp ºl 
the !ore compact arrangement of five pinions, all of one size, m one atan , 
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as shown in outline in fig. 893, Y. The crank-shaft of the engine is coupled 
~ the middle pinion ~' which gears into pinions C and B, and these in turn 
mto A and D respect1vely. · 

Brown's Mill, sometimes called the "1:eciprocal mill, also had four 
rolls arranged in one pair of housings, and consisted of two pairs of two-high 
rolls placed close together as in fig. 396. The two pairs of rolls were driven 
in opposite directions, but every alternate pass in one pair of rolls was mad€ 
so much larger than the corresponding pass in the pair beyond, that the 
bar passed freely through the enlarged pass of the near pair into the 
grooves in the second pair, where it was reduced in the ordinary way. In 
fig. 395, a shows the forward and b the return pass between the same pair 
of rolls. 

The arrangement of the driving pinions is seen on the right of fig. 395. · 
Ea.ch of t~e lower pinions has two sets of teeth, those on one face ·being on 
a larger crrcle than those on the other cast with it. The driving shaft is 
coupled to the larger end of one pinion, d, the teeth on which gear into similar 
teeth on circle e on the other bottom pinion. The teeth on the smaller 
circ~es, e and g, gear into teeth,/ or h, on the pinion above, each top pinion 
havmg only one set of teeth. 

Fig. 395.-Brown's Reciprooa.ting Mill. Arra.ngement of Pinions is shown on 
right side. 

~t will b_e noticed that the bar does not enter the operative pair of rolls, 
until a~er ~t has passed between the inoperative pair running in the con
fa·ary direct10n. The rolls are thus kept close together in one pair of housings 
with the gua~ds on the outer sides front and back. Were the arrangement 
reversed, a d1splac~d g:uard, or a bar with a split end, which is generally 
opened ~ut by rolling mto the forro of the letter Y, or one which for any 
~eason d1d not leave the rolla straight would be carried into the rnill, where 
1t would cause much dama.ge to the machinery, and probably injure the 
men also. 

As the passes were enlarg~d in each pair of rolla alternately, the engine 
and rolls could be kept run1;1mg continuously in one direction, and yet the 
bar could be "'.orked both gomg and coming without having to be lifted from 
the fl.oo~. This advantage, however, is purcha.sed at the expense of having 
to prov1de ~nd k~ep in continu~l motion twice as many rolls as are needed 
,fo! a rev~rsmg mili, and one-thrrd more than are required for a three-high 
mill. This has prevented any great number of such rnills from being con
structed, and not many are now left at work. 
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Lauth's Mill,-As previously e~plained, small rolls will d_raw out a 
piece rolled between them more rap1dly t~an large rolls, and ,~·ith the ex
penditure of less power ; but u·~ien both pa~rs are of equal le~·th in tl1e barrel, 
it is obvious that the smaller will break w1th much less load than the larger 
ones, and cannot, therefore, be safely screwed down to give the same pressure 
on a plate passing through them. Plate mili roll_s, therefore, must be made 
of considerable diameter if they are to be sufficiently strong to roll plate., 
of any width with rea.sonable rapidity and freedom from accidents. 

Mr. B. C. Lauth, of Pittsburg, seeing that the smaller roll would do the 
work more rapidly, if it only had suffi.cient strength to ~vit~tand the pressure, 
devised the arrangement shown in fig. 396. _In thlS m1ll a. roll of small 
diameter is used to notch down the plate, this small roll bemg supported 
throughout its entire length by a roll of larger diameter. The small centre 
roll is generally about two-thirds the diameter of th~ top and bottom !ºl~, 
which serve alternately to support it against the bendmg stresses set up m 1t 
by the plate being rolled, and as the stren~h of_ the body of two rolls ~f 
similar length subjected to transverse load vaues directly as the cube of the1r 

• 
F1g. 3!>6.-Lauth's l-lill 

respective diameters, the strength of each large roll is about 3i times that cf 
the unsupported. small _ roll. Thre~ hous~g pinions are emplored as ~- an 
ordinary three-h1gh mill, the engme bemg coupled to the In1ddle pm1on, 
which is usually smaller than the top and bottom ones, and the top and 
bottom roll to the top and bottom pinion ; the m.iddle roll, however, is not 
driven but runs free in chocks which can play up and down in the housings. 
\Vhen 'a plate is to be ¡iassed below t~e centre roll the ?hocks carrying it a~e 
raised by two hydraulic or steam cylmders, and the p1ece passes between it 
l\nd the bottom roll; when it is to be returned the m.iddle roll is allowed to 
fall on to the bottom roll, and the plate passes back between the m.iddle and 
the top rolls. The top roll is balanced in the manner customary with all 
plate milis, and is screwed down to regula.te the thickness in the usual way 
after every pass. The drawing shows the method originally employed 
for raising and lowering the centre roll. In the most recent mills it is per
formed by admitting and removing water Íl:ºm cylinder~ placed below the 
housings, similar generally to the balance cyhnder shown m fig. 350. 

Nearly all the American p~ate milla (see fi_g. 493) and a few º':1 the Con
tinent are constructed on this system, but 1t has never met with favour 
in this country, where the reversing m.ill is preferred. 

-
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The Universal Mill.-Flat bars generally are rolled in gfOove~ wbi,,h 
e.r_e cut in the lo~er roll a~d closed in by the former on the upper roll. Th 
w1dth of th~ bar lS determmed by the width of the groove, and its thickness 
111ay be varie~ by the_ extent to which the upper roll is screwed down. The 
?ost of preparmg special rolls. for every trifling difference in the width of bar. 
is considerable, and to get over this difficulty the universal mill was con
structed by Mr. Daelen at Hoerde about 1855. One was exhibited at the 
Paris Ex~bition of 18~7, at which time there were a good many in use on 
the Cont_ment.. Th~ i_nill, _although having a German origin, is often called 
t~e Belg_1an mill; 1t lS chiefty used for producing what may be designated 
either wide 8.ats or narrow plates, and is used in America for plate-rolling 
but has never met with much favour in this country where flats up to 1é 
inches wide are rolled in grooved rolls. ' 

The ~versal mill consists of a pair of ordinary plain cylindrical rolls 
mo1nted m the usual way, and at the back of these a shorter pair of similar 
rolh moun~ed with theif a:ees vertical, so as to compress the bar edgeways at 
the same time as the horizontal rolls compress it on the 8.at (eee 6g. 397 ). 

Fig. 397.-The Uni1·ersal M1ll. 

Th~ vertical rolls, which are usually somewhat smaller in diameter than the 
houzontal f~lls, ~re generally ?-Iiven from their upper ends by means of mitre 
whe~ls, gearmg mto other ~tres kered on a sha~ crossing the top of the 
h?~sm~s, on t~e _end of ~hich sha~ 1S a spur-wheel, gearing into the upper 
plillon ~ the plillon housmgs, or w1th a spur-wheel keyed on it. Ori«inally 
the vertical rolls ,~ere driven from t~eir bottom ends, but so much damage was 
done by s~le falling on to the gearmg that now they are ali driven from the 
to:p. It will be seen t~a~ by this combination of four rolls any width and 
thi?½ness of fiat bar, withm the compass of the mili, can be rolled with equal 
facihty. 

If the piece to be ro~led is not entered perfectly square, or if it bears 
mu?h harde~ on ?ne vertical roll than on the other, it will be curved in the 
horizontal direction,_ and the ~me thing occurs if the piece is not evenly 
heated, the hot~er s1d~ extending_ more than the colder, and once bent it is 
not easy to stra1ghten it. As a piece being rolled increases in length it must 
leave the rolls at a higher speed than it enters them, the precise difference 
betwe~n the speed ?f travel at front and back depending upon the amount of 
reduct1on e:ffected m the pass. The speed of the surface of the vertical rolls 
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at the back must, therefore, be greater tha.n that of the horizontal rolls 
through which the bar has just passed, bv an amount depending entirelv u pon 
the extent to which the top roll is scrcwed down at each pass. Any deficiency 
in the surface speed of the vertical rolls would prevent them from passing on 
the bar as fast as they received it, and it would then, if thin, accumulate in a 
crumpled mass between the paira of rolls, and be spoiled. To avoid this, the 
vertical rolls must always be run somewhat faster than is required theoreti
cally. As it is impossible to guard against a workman puttin~ on too much 
draught at a pass, this speed must in practice be very appreciably in excess 
of the c.:>rrect amount. This involves rouch slipping of the edges of the bar 
on the surface of the vertical rolls, whereby they a.re rapidly worn out, ab· 
sorbing much power uselessly and causing considerable "back la~h," which 
is very destru::tive to the gearing. Even if the surface speed of the two sets 
of rolls is correctly proportioned when the rolls are new, the relation is 
destroyed as they are turned down to correct for wear. 

In some milis these defects are partially corrected by placing, somewhere 
in the shaft driving the vertical rolls, some kind of friction clutch, thus trans• 
ferring most of the slipping from tbe rolls to the clutch faces, where it does 
less harm. In others the vertical rolls a.re driven bv clutches with teeth 
which a.re square on the driving face, but inclined on the other, with the 
object of keeping the rolls in motion, and yet permitting them to run with 
the plate leaving the mili, should it travel so fast as to overrun the speed at 
which the gearing would naturally drive the rolls. One mili at the Bethle
hem W orks has the horizontal rolla, driven by one pa.ir of reversing engines 
and the vertical rolls by a second pair of similar engines of less power. Fig. 
398 shows a 40-inch reversing mili, as roa.de for the National Tube Company, 
of M'Keesport, Pa, by the Mesta Machínery Company, of Pittsburg, to reduce 
56-inch X 30-inch ingots to slabs of any reasona.ble size down to 14 inches 
wide. The steel horizontal rolls are 32 inches día.meter by 65 inches long 
in the barreis. The housings weigh about 60 tons each, a.nd the rolls are 
driven by a pair of 46-inch X 60-inch reversing engines, geared to the mili 
with cast-steel wheels, in the ratio of 5 to 7. The vertical rolls are of steel, 
22 inches diameter, and are driven by a pair of 36-inch X 48-inch engines. 
The vertical housing weigh about 70 tons each, and the gearing is all steel. 

To enable the vertical rolls to be dtiven by mitre wheels of 52 inchcs 
diameter, and yet be able to deal with slabs down to 14 inches wide, without 
having to resort to the use of idle rolls between the driven rolls and the slab, 
the mitre wheels are placed at different heights, so that they overlap, and 
are each driven by an independer.t shaft. 

Both three-high and reversing universal milis ha.ve been used, with vertical 
rolls on either and on both sides of the horizontal rolls. 

The universal mill is not an easy one to work, much skill being needed on 
the part of the man who adjusts the rolls, and it is consequently not in 
favour with mill managers in this country, who prefer to roll wide flats of 
18 and even 24 inches wide in ordínary grooved rolls. They argue, with some 
show of reason, that heavier draughts can be taken in this way, so that the 
time saved in rolling more than makes up for any saved in changing ;rolls, 
and say they would rather keep more 1olls in stock, than more machinery in 
repair. Further, a piece cut across the end of a wide bar does not give as 
sa.tisfactory a test as one cut from the end of a plate, and until the West
mínster Engineers relax their requirements in this respect, the owner of a 
large universal plate mili would find it difficult to dispose of its product 

i.n this country. 
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· On the Continent, where orders are received in quant.ities too small to 
juetify the cutting of· special rolls, the mili is used extensively. 1There a.re 

saí~ to be b~tw~en 40 and 50 in the German Empire A 26-inch three-hl h 
uOLversal mili, m a Continental works, witl{'a pair of vertical rolls 00 t~t 
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back of the mill, is turning out " gas strip" up to 18 inches wide, to be bent 
up and welded into tubes, at the rate of 50 to 60 tons pe1 twelve-hour sbift, 
using well heated ingots of 1 ton weigbt each, the strip being beautifully 
straight, and the edges quite sbarp and true. In Ametica, where tests are 
not so stringent, plates up to 3 feet 6 inches wide are generally rolled in this 
type of mill, and from the largest a production of 250 tons is obtained per 
sbift of twelve hours. The plates from universal mills usually have their 
edges straightened by pressing them while lying hot on the floor, between 
two bars which are squeezed-against the plates laterally. 

Wenstrom's Mill, which was invented by Mr. W. Wenstrom, of Orebro, 

F 
A 

n 
Fig. 399,......;Wenstrom's Mili. 

E 

Sweden, about 1880, is a develop-
ment of the universal system, but 
instead of acting on the flat and 
edge of the bar alternately, it 
compresses all four surfaces simul
taneously, the axes of all four rolls 
being situated in the same vertical 
plane. Fig. 399 shows the arrange
ment oí this mill. The roll, A, can 
be adjusted vertically, and the roll, 

- B, wbich always remains on the 
same level, is adjusted borizon
tally; the vertical roll, O, remains 
always in the same position, touch
ing both rolls, A and B, while the 
other vertical roll, D, is carried in 

a frame which follows A in its vertical adjustment, but at the same time 
can be moved laterally to follow the end on movement of roll, B. As the 
vertical rolls, O, D, never grip the bar alone, there is no necessity to drive 
thfm, and they consequently run free, the rolls, A, B, only being driven 
by means of the spur-wheels, E, F. Several of these mills are in use in 
S" eden, where they appear to give satisfaction in the rolling of thin bars. 

Sack's Mill, patented about 1885 by Mr. Rugo Sack, of Duisburg, is 

+ 
A 

B 
Fig, 400.--Sack's Mill, 

e I 

Fig. 401.-Section Rolled 
in Sack's Mili. 

intended for rolling cruciform sections, such as the one shown in fig. 401. 
The bloom is cogged down to about the section, A (fig. 400), in an ordinary 
mili, and finished to the section (fig. 401) in the Sack's mill. The roll, O, 
is fixed, while D is adjustable vertically, and E and F ho-i:izontally, all three 
adjustments being effected simultaneously from one shaft. 

Grey's Mill is a special forro of universal mili, intended to produce from 
one set of rolls, girders which vary in the thickness of the web and in the 
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thickness and widtb ot the flan es tn - . . 
of cuttir..g fresh rolls to suit ·fariat· e m~en!tºn ¡emg ~o avoid the expense 
Two stands of rolls are used, one la;;;/n . e. IID.ens10ns of rolled joists. 
the girder travels through both stlnds f 

1
~fctli m front of the otber, so that 

mili. Eacb housing also carries a . o ro s a. every pass, as in a continuous 
the ~orizontal rolls, the axes of ali fJ:r~~!s ':erti~l r~lls be~wee~ tbe ne?ks of 
vertical plane, as in the two previous mili m; t~s~g bemg s1tuated m one 
w~b o! the girder is pressed between the :· . n t ! r~t stand (fig .. 402), the 
mme its thickness and the flan b t onzon a . ro s, A, B, whwh deter
the faces of the ve;tical rolls O ~\{· ~ett the _ends of th~ rolls, A, B, and 
them free to spread to any 'width' t/c 'detherb~e tdheu th~ckness, but lea ve , is w1 emg etermmed by the rolls 

,----<~A~-~ E. ' 

<----_J r-....J.,....., l 1-
. t J.lf ¡ t---=r 

1/¡_I H. 

' 1 }--___¡--

B 
Fig. 402.-Grey's Mill. 

E, F, in the second stand which do not t h 
edges of the flanges which' are held in ·/uc the web, but act only on the 
or turning over by' the rolls G H pTohs1 _1otnh, and prev_ented_from thickening 

· bl · . , , · us e only dtmen h' h · . vana e lS the d1stance J Th 'dth . s10n w ic is m-
thickness of the web are ~11 ~ariab1e :~ .11 of -~:?-ge, it~ thickness, and the 

This mili can turn out girders 'thw~ ' w1 ~ considerable limits. 
which it is practicable to make in r~\s- of ::ges w1f er and t~inner than any 

The arrangements of the g 'd th e usua construct1on. 

11 d 
U1 es, e methods of dr' · h . 

ro s, an for securing simultaneous ad· t t iv~g t e vertteal 
and complicated, but would re uire ¡us m~n ' are_ exceedmgly ingenious 
than can.be spared in the prese:!t wor:or;:fsace ¿~ illu,stra~e and_ describe 
the Contment, yet neither have so f b an ack s mill are m use on 
but gi~ders rolled in the latter are :~w :e:ta~dohtd to any gr~at extent; 
by 12 mches wide on the flanges while th ma //P to 29½ mches deep 
do not exceed 8 inches wide. ,The r ~se ro e m the_ ordinary way 
eventnally rolling girders as much sl- ophrietdors of the _mili contemplate 

, as me es eep by 12 mches wide. 
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